Abstract-We propose a parallel distributed model of a hybrid fuzzy genetics-based machine learning (GBML) algorithm to drastically decrease its computation time. Our hybrid algorithm has a Pittsburgh-style GBML framework where a rule set is coded as an individual. A Michigan-style rule-generation mechanism is used as a kind of local search. Our parallel distributed model is an island model where a population of individuals is divided into multiple islands. Training data are also divided into multiple subsets. The main feature of our model is that a different training data subset is assigned to each island. The assigned training data subsets are periodically rotated over the islands. The best rule set in each island also migrates periodically. We demonstrate through computational experiments that our model decreases the computation time of the hybrid fuzzy GBML algorithm by an order or two of magnitude using seven parallel processors without severely degrading the generalization ability of obtained fuzzy rule-based classifiers. We also examine the effects of the training data rotation and the rule set migration on the search ability of our model.
I. INTRODUCTION

P
OPULATION-BASED evolutionary algorithms have a number of advantages over point-based search methods such as global search ability, adaptability to uncertain environments, and applicability to large-scale optimization problems [1] - [5] . Applications of evolutionary algorithms to machine learning have often been referred to as genetics-based machine learning (GBML) [1] . A number of GBML algorithms were proposed for machine learning, knowledge extraction, and data mining [6] - [11] . Recently, evolutionary multiobjective optimization was also used to handle conflicting objectives such as "accuracy and complexity" in classifier design [12] - [17] .
GBML algorithms are divided into two categories depending on their coding mechanisms [11] . In one category, a rule set is coded as a string and handled as an individual. A single population consists of a number of rule sets. This category of GBML algorithms is referred to as the Pittsburgh approach. Pittsburghstyle GBML algorithms search for the best rule set with respect to a prespecified fitness function. In the other category, a single rule is coded as a string and handled as an individual. A single population consists of a number of rules. This category is subdivided into the Michigan approach and iterative rule learning (IRL). In the Michigan approach, a population of rules is viewed as a single rule-based classifier. The final population after the execution of a Michigan-style GBML algorithm is usually handled as an obtained rule-based classifier. In an IRL-style GBML algorithm, a rule-based classifier is designed by its multiple runs where a single rule is obtained from each run. For details of these three approaches, see [11] .
The main difficulty in the application of Pittsburgh-style GBML algorithms to large-scale classification problems is their heavy computation load. This is because a number of rule sets are to be evaluated in each generation during their execution. Various techniques have been discussed for the speed-up of Pittsburgh-style GBML algorithms. One popular technique is their parallel implementation, where multiple processors are used in parallel for rule set evaluation. Parallel implementation is a general technique for the speed-up of evolutionary algorithms [18] - [21] . Parallel implementation of population-based search algorithms is not difficult since the fitness evaluation of each solution can be performed in parallel. Motivated by recent rapid advancement of parallel hardware technologies, such as general-purpose graphics processing units, parallel evolutionary computation has become a very active research area [22] - [26] .
Training data reduction has also been actively studied in machine learning, knowledge extraction, and data mining [27] - [30] . Its basic idea is to decrease the size of training data. A windowing method was studied as a training data reduction method for the speed-up of GBML algorithms in [31] which training data were stratified into multiple strata (i.e., divided into multiple disjoint subsets of the same size with the same class distribution). A different training data subset was used in every generation in [31] . Further speed-up of GBML algorithms was realized by parallel implementation of GBML algorithms with the windowing method in [32] where the fitness evaluation of each solution was performed in parallel.
In our former studies [33] , [34] , we used an island model for parallel distributed implementation of genetic fuzzy rule selection [35] . A different training data subset was assigned to each island. Genetic fuzzy rule selection was performed independently in each island for a prespecified number of generations. Assigned training data subsets were rotated periodically over the islands. We used the term "distributed" because the fitness evaluation of each solution was performed at each island using a different training data subset. A simple migration strategy was used in [34] where copies of the best rule sets in each island were moved to the next island. In [33] , subpopulations were periodically merged and randomly redivided into multiple islands.
Although genetic fuzzy rule selection is an interesting postprocessing procedure of fuzzy data mining [36] , accurate fuzzy rule-based classifiers are not always obtained. This is because it does not generate any new fuzzy rules. When important fuzzy rules are not included in a candidate rule set, it is difficult to design fuzzy rule-based classifiers with high accuracy through rule selection.
We examined parallel distributed implementation of a hybrid fuzzy GBML algorithm [37] in our former studies [38] , [39] where no migration strategy was used. In this paper, we propose a parallel distributed model with training data rotation and rule set migration as an extended version of island models in our former studies [38] , [39] . A different training data subset is assigned to each island and rotated periodically over multiple islands. As a migration strategy, a copy of the best rule set (i.e., the best individual) at each island is sent to another island. As we will show through computational experiments, the training data rotation and the rule set migration interfere with each other. That is, their synchronized use clearly deteriorates the search ability of our hybrid fuzzy GBML algorithm. In this paper, we propose an idea of using an inverse rotation for the rule set migration. The training data rotation and the rule set migration are performed in opposite directions. To the best of our knowledge, the handling of such a mutual interference between the training data rotation and the rule set migration has not been discussed in the literature.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
1) We discuss the mutual interference between the training data rotation and the rule set migration. In order to avoid its negative effects, we propose a new parallel distributed model with the training data rotation and the rule set migration in opposite directions. 2) We demonstrate that the proposed model drastically decreases the computation time of our hybrid fuzzy GBML algorithm without severely deteriorating the generalization ability of obtained fuzzy rule-based classifiers. This paper is organized as follows. First, we briefly explain fuzzy rule-based classifiers in Section II. Next, we explain our hybrid fuzzy GBML algorithm in Section III. Then, we propose a parallel distributed model with the training data rotation and the rule set migration in opposite directions in Section IV. In Section V, our parallel distributed model and its variants are examined in detail through computational experiments. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VI.
II. FUZZY RULE-BASED CLASSIFIERS
Let us explain a fuzzy rule-based classifier for an M -class pattern classification problem in an n-dimensional pattern space [0, 1] n with m training patterns x p = (x p 1 , . . ., x pn ), p = 1, 2, . . . , m. We assume that each attribute value x pi has already been normalized into a real number in the unit interval [0, 1] for i = 1, 2, . . . , n and p = 1, 2, . . . , m. For our n-dimensional 
where R q is the label of the qth fuzzy rule, A qi is an antecedent fuzzy set (i = 1, 2, . . ., n), C q is a class label, and CF q is a rule weight (which is a real number in the unit interval [0, 1]). Since the early 1990s, fuzzy rules of this type have been frequently used in the literature [41] . For other types of fuzzy rules for pattern classification problems, see [41] - [43] .
As antecedent fuzzy sets, we use 14 fuzzy sets "B 1 , B 2 , . . ., B 14 " in Fig. 1 . We also use a special antecedent fuzzy set "B 0 " defined by the unit interval [0, 1] to represent a "don't care" condition. The antecedent fuzzy set B 0 is always fully compatible with any normalized attribute values. The use of the "don't care" condition enables us to perform rule-level feature selection [44] . That is, each rule can have antecedent conditions on different attributes. The number of antecedent conditions (excluding "don't care") of a fuzzy rule is often referred to as its rule length. The total number of possible combinations of the antecedent fuzzy sets is 15 n for our n-dimensional pattern classification problem. The antecedent part of the fuzzy rule R q in (1) is one of those combinations. The consequent class C q and the rule weight CF q are specified using compatible training patterns with its antecedent part in a heuristic manner [45] .
The compatibility grade of each pattern x p = (x p 1 , . . ., x pn ) with the antecedent part of the fuzzy rule R q in (1) is calculated using the product operator as
where A q is the vector of the antecedent fuzzy sets of the fuzzy rule R q (i.e., A q = (A q 1 , . . . , A qn )), and μ Aqi (x pi ) is the membership value of the antecedent fuzzy set A qi at the input value x pi .
To specify the consequent class C q and the rule weight CF q , we first calculate the confidence of the association from the antecedent fuzzy vector A q to each class k (k = 1, 2, . . ., M ) as
This is the confidence measure of the fuzzy association rule "A q ⇒ Class k" [46] , [47] . If the confidence value for a particular class C q is larger than 0.5 in (3), we generate a fuzzy rule with the antecedent fuzzy vector A q and the consequent class C q . In this case, C q is the majority class in the fuzzy pattern subspace A q . Then, the rule weight CF q is specified as follows [45] :
Since the sum of the confidence value in (3) over all classes is 1, (4) can be rewritten as
Note that CF q is always positive since we generate the fuzzy rule R q only when the confidence value for the class C q is larger than 0.5 in (3) . If the confidence values are equal to or smaller than 0.5 for all classes, no fuzzy rules with the antecedent fuzzy vector A q are generated.
Our fuzzy rule-based classifier is a set of fuzzy rules of the form in (1) . Let us denote a set of fuzzy rules by S. When an input pattern x p is presented to S, we use a single winnerbased fuzzy reasoning method to classify x p by S. A single winner rule R W for x p is chosen from S using the product of the compatibility grade in (2) and the rule weight of each fuzzy rule in S as follows:
The input pattern x p is classified as the consequent class C W of the winner rule R W . When multiple fuzzy rules with different consequent classes have the same maximum value in (6), the classification of x p is rejected. The classification of x p is also rejected when no fuzzy rule in S is compatible with x p . For other fuzzy reasoning methods for pattern classification, see [41] - [43] .
III. HYBRID FUZZY GENETICS-BASED MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHM
Our hybrid fuzzy GBML algorithm [37] has a Pittsburg-style framework where a rule set is handled as an individual. Its outline is shown in the left plot of Fig. 2 . A Michigan-style algorithm is used as a kind of local search after genetic operations in the Pittsburgh-style framework.
As shown in the right plot of Fig. 2 , the Michigan-style algorithm is probabilistically applied to each rule set. When it is applied, new rules are generated by genetic operations and a heuristic rule generation mechanism to partially modify the rule set. The Michigan-style algorithm is not iterated for each rule set. That is, new rule generation and population update are performed just once for each rule set when the Michigan-style algorithm is invoked (see the right plot of Fig. 2) .
In this section, we explain a standard nonparallel nondistributed implementation of our hybrid fuzzy GBML algorithm. Its parallel distributed implementation is proposed in the next section.
Coding: A single fuzzy rule is represented by its n antecedent fuzzy sets as an integer string of length n. This integer coding is used in the Michigan part of our hybrid algorithm. In its Pittsburgh part, a set of N fuzzy rules is denoted by a concatenated integer string of length nN, where each substring of length n denotes a single fuzzy rule. The consequent class and the rule weight of each fuzzy rule are not coded (they are specified by the heuristic method in Section II).
The consequent class and the rule weight are, however, stored together with the corresponding substring to avoid their unnecessary recalculation. The heuristic method is used to specify its consequent class and rule weight only when a new substring is generated. If there exists no majority class with a confidence value larger than 0.5, we tentatively assign an empty class and a zero rule weight to the substring. Such a substring, which can be viewed as a dummy rule, is removed when each string is evaluated in the Pittsburgh part. Our concatenated integer strings have variable string length because the number of fuzzy rules in fuzzy rule-based classifiers is not prespecified.
Initial Population: An initial string (i.e., initial rule set) is generated from a prespecified number of randomly selected training patterns. A substring of length n (i.e., an antecedent fuzzy vector) is specified from each training pattern. In our computational experiments, we randomly choose 30 patterns from available training patterns without replacement.
Let x p = (x p 1 , . . ., x pn ) be a selected training pattern. A substring of length n is specified from x p in the following manner. First, we calculate the compatibility grade of each antecedent fuzzy set B j in Fig. 1 with each attribute value x pi of x p . Next, we choose one of the 14 antecedent fuzzy sets for each attribute x i as A qi with the following probability (i = 1, 2, . . ., n):
Then, each of the chosen antecedent fuzzy sets is replaced with B 0 with a prespecified "don't care" probability P DC . In our computational experiment, P DC is specified as P DC = (n−5)/n. This means that each substring has five antecedent conditions on average (except for "don't care"). We generate 30 substrings of length n from randomly selected 30 training patterns in this manner.
For each substring, the consequent class and the rule weight are specified by the heuristic method in Section II. If there exists no majority class with a confidence value larger than 0.5 for a substring, a dummy rule with an empty class and a zero rule weight is generated. In this manner, 30 fuzzy rules in an initial rule set S are generated. When all the generated 30 fuzzy rules are dummy rules, another set of 30 training patterns is randomly selected to generate 30 fuzzy rules. Let N pop be the population size. By iterating the aforementioned procedure N pop times, an initial population of N pop rule sets is generated.
Fitness Evaluation in the Pittsburgh Part: Let S be a rule set (i.e., an individual) in the current population. After removing all dummy rules from S, its fitness value is calculated as
where w 1 , w 2 , and w 3 are nonnegative weights, and f 1 (S), f 2 (S), and f 3 (S) are as follows: f 1 (S) error rate on training patterns in percentage; f 2 (S) number of fuzzy rules in S; f 3 (S) total rule length over fuzzy rules in S.
The weight values are specified as w 1 = 100, w 2 = 1, and w 3 = 1 in our computational experiments.
Parent Selection in the Pittsburgh Part: We use binary tournament selection with replacement to select N pop pairs of parents from the current population.
Crossover in the Pittsburgh Part: Let S 1 and S 2 be a pair of selected parents. An offspring S is generated by randomly selecting fuzzy rules from each parent. The number of fuzzy rules to be selected from S k is randomly and uniformly specified in the interval [1, |S k |], where |S k | is the number of fuzzy rules in S k (k = 1, 2). The order of substrings in S is randomly updated. If the number of fuzzy rules in S becomes larger than a prespecified upper limit (60 in our computational experiments), it is decreased to the upper limit by randomly removing fuzzy rules from S. This crossover operation is applied to each pair of selected parents with a prespecified crossover probability (0.9 in our computational experiments). If the crossover operation is not applied, one parent is randomly chosen and handled as an offspring S, to which a mutation operation is applied.
Mutation in the Pittsburgh Part: A mutation operation is applied to each antecedent fuzzy set of the offspring S. Our mutation operation randomly replaces each antecedent fuzzy set (including "don't care") with a different one. This mutation operation is applied to each antecedent fuzzy set with a prespecified mutation probability (1/(n|S|) in the Pittsburgh part in our computational experiments, where n|S| is the string length of S). When the antecedent part of a fuzzy rule in S is mutated, its consequent class and rule weight are updated by the heuristic method using compatible training patterns.
Use of a Michigan-Style Algorithm: After the mutation operation in the Pittsburgh part, a Michigan-style rule generation procedure is applied to each rule set S with a prespecified probability (0.5 in our computational experiments). When the Michigan part is not applied to a rule set S, S is handled as a newly generated rule set (i.e., a new offspring) in the Pittsburgh part. Otherwise, the Michigan part is used to partially modify S, where all fuzzy rules in S are handled as the current population.
Fitness Evaluation in the Michigan Part: Training patterns are classified by the rule set S. The fitness value of each fuzzy rule R q in S is defined by the number of correctly classified training patterns by R q . Since we use the single winner-based fuzzy reasoning method in (6) , each training pattern is classified by its single winner rule. Thus, we can count the number of correctly classified training patterns by each fuzzy rule in S. When multiple fuzzy rules with the same consequent class have the same maximum value in (6) for a training pattern, the first one among them in the rule set S is used as the winner rule. For example, if three fuzzy rules R 1 , R 2 , and R 3 in S are exactly the same, only the first rule R 1 among them has the possibility to be selected as a winner rule. The other two rules are never selected as a winner rule for any training patterns since R 1 , R 2 , and R 3 are the same. Thus, the fitness values of those duplicated rules R 2 and R 3 are always zero.
New Rule Generation in the Michigan Part: New fuzzy rules are generated from the existing ones in S. For generating a new fuzzy rule, a pair of parent fuzzy rules is first selected from S using binary tournament selection with replacement. Uniform crossover is applied to the selected pair with a prespecified crossover probability (0.9 in the Michigan part in our computational experiments). One of the generated offspring is randomly chosen as a new fuzzy rule. When the crossover is not applied, one parent is randomly chosen and handled as a new fuzzy rule. Then, the same mutation operation as in the Pittsburgh part is applied to each antecedent fuzzy set of the new fuzzy rule with a prespecified mutation probability (1/n in the Michigan part in our computational experiments, while it is 1/(n|S|) in the Pittsburgh part).
New fuzzy rules are also generated from training patterns that are misclassified (including rejection). Let D MR be the set of those training patterns (i.e., misclassified or rejected training patterns). Using the same heuristic method as in the initial population of the Pittsburgh part, a single fuzzy rule is generated from a pattern randomly selected without replacement from D MR .
Population Update in the Michigan Part: The number of fuzzy rules to be generated for updating the current rule set S depends on the population size (i.e., |S|). In our computational experiments, only a single rule is generated when |S| ≤ 5 (i.e., when S includes five or less fuzzy rules). We use one of the two rule generation mechanisms (i.e., genetic or heuristic rule generation) with the same probability. Of course, we always use the genetic rule generation when all training patterns are correctly classified by S (i.e., when D MR is empty).
When 5 < |S| ≤ 10, two rules are generated: one by the genetic rule generation and the other by the heuristic rule generation. If D MR is empty, two rules are generated by the genetic rule generation. In the case of 10 < |S| ≤ 15, three rules are generated. Two of them are generated in the same manner as in the case of 5 < |S| ≤ 10. One of the two mechanisms is randomly chosen to generate the other fuzzy rule. If D MR is empty, the genetic rule generation is always used. When 15 < |S| ≤ 20, we generate four fuzzy rules: two by the genetic rule generation and the other two by the heuristic rule generation (when D MR includes two or more patterns). If D MR includes only a single pattern, one fuzzy rule is generated from that pattern. The other three rules are generated by the genetic rule generation. In this manner, we generate k fuzzy rules when 5(k − 1) < |S| ≤ 5k.
From the rule set S, the worst k fuzzy rules are removed when 5(k − 1) < |S| ≤ 5k. Then, the newly generated k fuzzy rules are added to S. The updated rule set S is returned to the Pittsburgh part where S is handled as a newly generated rule set (i.e., a new offspring in the Pittsburgh part).
Population Update in the Pittsburgh Part: In each generation of the Pittsburgh part, we generate N pop new rule sets by selection, crossover, mutation, and Michigan-style rule generation. The fitness of each new rule set is calculated. Then, we select the best N pop rule sets as the next population from the N pop rule sets in the current population and the newly generated N pop rule sets. That is, we use the (μ + λ)-ES population update mechanism with μ = λ = N pop .
Our hybrid fuzzy GBML algorithm can be summarized as follows.
[Hybrid Fuzzy GBML Algorithm (Pittsburgh Part)]
Step 1: Generate an initial population of N pop rule sets.
Step 2: Evaluate each rule set S in the current population.
Step 3: Generate N pop rule sets by selection, crossover, and mutation.
Step 4: Apply the Michigan part to each new rule set with a prespecified probability.
Step 5: Construct the next population by choosing the best N pop rule sets from the N pop rule sets in the current population and the newly generated N pop rule sets.
Step 6: If a prespecified termination condition is satisfied, terminate the execution of this algorithm. Otherwise, return to
Step 3. In our computational experiments, we use the total number of generations as the termination condition.
[Michigan Part]
Step A: Let a new rule set in Step 4 of the Pittsburgh part be S, which is used as the current population in the Michigan part.
Step B: Classify training patterns by S. Then calculate the number of correctly classified training patterns by each fuzzy rule, which is used as the fitness value of each fuzzy rule.
Step C: Generate k fuzzy rules where k is an integer satisfying the inequality 5(k − 1) < |S| ≤ 5k.
Step D: Remove the worst k fuzzy rules from S. Then add the newly generated k fuzzy rules to S.
Step E: Return the updated S to the Pittsburgh part where S is used as a newly generated rule set.
IV. PARALLEL DISTRIBUTED IMPLEMENTATION
We propose a parallel distributed model in Fig. 3 , where our model is explained for the case of seven parallel processors. The population is divided into multiple subpopulations of the same size. Each subpopulation is assigned to a different island with a single processor. The given training data are also divided into multiple disjoint subsets of the same size and the same class distribution (i.e., they are stratified into multiple strata as in a windowing method [31] ). A different training data subset is assigned to each island. This is the main feature of our parallel distributed model, which is different from other parallel GBML models.
The subpopulation at each island is locally initialized using the assigned training data subset at the first generation. For a prespecified number of generations (e.g., 100 generations), our hybrid fuzzy GBML algorithm is executed at each island independently from the other islands.
The assigned training data subsets are periodically rotated over the islands (e.g., every 100 generations). The training data subset at the ith island is moved to the (i + 1)th island. If the ith island is the last island, it is moved to the first island. After the training data rotation, our hybrid fuzzy GBML algorithm restarts from Step 2 where the fitness value of each string is evaluated using the newly assigned training data subset. In this step, we have the following two options with respect to the update of the consequent class and the rule weight of each fuzzy rule:
Option 1 (Local Update after Rotation): The consequent class and the rule weight of every fuzzy rule are updated at each island using the newly assigned training data subset.
Option 2 (No Update): They are not updated until the antecedent part is changed by mutation.
In this paper, we use the second option because better experimental results are obtained with less computation load. After the termination of our parallel distributed model, we also have similar two options as follows (we use the second one for the same reason):
Option 1 (Global Update after Termination): The consequent class and the rule weight of every fuzzy rule are updated using all training patterns after the termination of our model.
Option 2 (No Update): They are not updated. We also use a migration operation where a copy of the best rule set at each island is periodically moved to another island. At the same time, the worst rule set at each island is removed. The best and worst rule sets are locally chosen using their error rates on the training data subset at each island. The worst rule set with the highest error rate is removed, and a copy of the best rule set with the lowest error rate is moved to another island. As we will show in the next section, when the training data rotation and the rule set migration are performed at the same generation in the same direction, they do not improve the search ability of our parallel distributed model whereas their individual use improves its search ability. Thus, we propose an idea of the rule set migration in the opposite direction from the training data rotation. That is, a copy of the best rule set at the ith island is moved to the (i − 1)th island while the training data subset at the ith island is moved to the (i + 1)th island. In this manner, we can avoid their mutual interference that has negative effects on the search ability of our parallel distributed model.
After the termination of our parallel distributed model, all rule sets in the final population are examined using all training patterns. Before the fitness evaluation of each rule set, we remove from each rule set unnecessary fuzzy rules that are not used as the winner rule for any training patterns. The removal of those unnecessary fuzzy rules improves the second term (the number of fuzzy rules) and the third term (the total rule length) of our fitness function with no change of the first term (the error rate on training patterns). The best rule set with respect to the fitness function is selected from the final population. The selected rule set is used for performance evaluation.
Our parallel distributed model is compared with the standard nonparallel nondistributed implementation in Section III, which is illustrated in Fig. 4 . The entire population is handled by a single CPU in Fig. 4 , where each rule set is evaluated using all training patterns.
V. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS
A. Algorithm Implementation
We performed computational experiments on a workstation with eight processors: Intel Xeon X5570 (4 core 2.93 GHz) × 2. In our parallel distributed model in Fig. 3 , seven out of the eight processors were used for the execution of our hybrid fuzzy GBML algorithm. The other processor was used for other tasks such as the operation system. A population of size 210 was divided into seven subpopulations of size 30. Training patterns were also divided into seven subsets of the same size with the same class distribution. In the case of the standard nonparallel nondistributed model in Fig. 4 , only a single processor was used. In both models, our hybrid fuzzy GBML algorithm was terminated after the 50 000th generation. 
B. Test Problems
We used nine datasets in Table I , which were available from the UCI machine learning repository and the KEEL project webpage [8] . All attribute values were normalized into real numbers in the unit interval [0, 1] in our computational experiments.
C. Results of Nonparallel Nondistributed Model
First, we report experimental results by the standard nonparallel nondistributed model in Fig. 4 . A population of 210 rule sets was evolved on a single processor for 50 000 generations. The tenfold cross-validation (10CV) procedure was iterated three times using different data partitions into ten subsets (i.e., 3 × 10CV). Average results over 30 runs in the 3 × 10CV are summarized in Table II . As shown in the last column of Table II , the average computation times were very long for some datasets (e.g., more than 25 h for the PenBased data). In the next section, experimental results of our parallel distributed model are compared with those in Table II .
D. Results by Our Parallel Distributed Model
In the same manner as Table II , experimental results by our parallel distributed model are summarized in Table III. The TABLE III  RESULTS BY OUR PARALLEL DISTRIBUTED MODEL IN FIG. 3   TABLE IV  RESULTS BY OUR PARALLEL DISTRIBUTED MODEL  (DIFFERENCES FROM TABLE II) rotation and migration intervals were specified as 100 generations. The average computation times were decreased from Table II by an order or two of magnitude. To compare Table III with Table II in detail, we calculated their differences by subtracting the average results in Table II from the corresponding results in Table III . Only for the average computation times, we calculated the relative computation times of our parallel distributed model in percentage in comparison with the corresponding results in Table II . The calculated differences and the relative computation times are summarized in Table IV . A negative value in Table IV shows the decrease in the corresponding average result in Table III from Table II. The fourth column of Table IV shows that the average number of fuzzy rules was decreased by our parallel distributed model for all nine datasets. In the fifth column, the average rule length was decreased only for two datasets (Phoneme and PenBased). These observations show that fuzzy rule-based classifiers with a smaller number of longer fuzzy rules were often obtained by our parallel distributed model. From the third column of Table IV, we can see that the average error rates on test data were decreased (i.e., improved) by our parallel distributed model for six datasets. The largest deterioration in the test data error rate was 0.53% for the Phoneme dataset, while the largest improvement was 3.97% for the Twonorm dataset. These observations show that our parallel distributed model did not severely deteriorate the generalization ability of obtained fuzzy rule-based classifiers for the nine datasets used in our computational experiments. An interesting observation in Table IV is that the improvement in the test data error rate was larger than that in the training data error rate for almost all datasets (except for the Magic dataset). A similar effect of training data rotation on the generalization ability was also reported for a windowing method [31] .
Using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (two-tailed, α = 0.05), we examined the existence of statistically significant differences between the two models in error rates on training data in our computational experiments. Except for the Page-blocks and Texture data, error rates on training data had statistically significant differences between the two models. Those seven datasets are shown by using boldface for the training data error rates in Table IV . In the same manner, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was also applied to error rates on test data. Statistically significant differences are found between the two models for six datasets. Those six datasets are shown by using boldface for the test data error rates in Table IV . These statistical tests show that different results were obtained by the two models for almost all datasets except for the Texture dataset.
From the last column of Table IV , we can see that the average computation times of our parallel distributed model in Table III were in the range between 0.9% and 3.0% of those of the standard nonparallel nondistributed model in Table II . In our parallel distributed model, both the population and the training data were divided into seven subsets. Thus, the computation load at a single CPU was decreased to 1/49 (i.e., 2.04%) if compared with the case of the standard nonparallel nondistributed model. In general, the speed-up by parallel computation is smaller than the decrease in computation load at a single CPU due to computational overhead. As a result, the relative computation times in the last column of Table IV were slightly larger than 2.04% for almost all datasets. However, the relative computation time for the Twonorm dataset (i.e., 0.92%) was much smaller than 2.04%. This speed-up can be explained by a large decrease in the average number of fuzzy rules (i.e., −19.73 in Table IV  from 22.90 in Table II to 3.17 in Table III ). For comparison, we also examined a simple master-slave model where the fitness evaluation of each rule set in the Pittsburgh part and all procedures in the Michigan part of the nonparallel nondistributed model in Fig. 4 were performed in parallel on seven processors. Since the training data were not divided, the speed-up by our master-slave model was much smaller than that by our parallel distributed model (e.g., the relative computation time of our master-slave model for the Ring dataset was 24.64% while that of our parallel distributed model was 2.22% in Table IV ).
E. Recalculation of Consequent Class and Rule Weight
As explained in Section IV, we do not recalculate the consequent class and the rule weight of each fuzzy rule after the training data rotation in our parallel distributed model. Only when the antecedent part of a fuzzy rule is changed by mutation , TABLE V  RESULTS WITH RECALCULATION AFTER TRAINING DATA ROTATION  (DIFFERENCES FROM TABLE II)   TABLE VI  RESULTS WITH GLOBAL RECALCULATION AFTER THE TERMINATION  (DIFFERENCES FROM TABLE II) are its consequent class and rule weight recalculated. For comparison, we implemented a variant of our parallel distributed model, where the consequent class and the rule weight of each fuzzy rule were recalculated at each island using the newly assigned training data subset after the training data rotation. Experimental results are summarized in Table V in the same manner as in Table IV (i.e., differences from Table II and the relative computation times). The recalculation after the training data rotation increased (i.e., deteriorated) the test data error rates for seven datasets (except for Twonorm and Magic).
In our parallel distributed model, the consequent class and the rule weight of each fuzzy rule are not recalculated after the termination, either. For comparison, we implemented a variant where the consequent class and the rule weight of each fuzzy rule were recalculated using all training patterns after the termination of our parallel distributed model. The best rule set was chosen from the final population after the recalculation. We summarize experimental results by this variant in Table VI . The recalculation after the termination increased (i.e., deteriorated) the average error rates on test data for eight datasets (except for Twonorm). 
F. Training Data Rotation and Rule Set Migration
To examine the effects of the training data rotation and the rule set migration on the search ability of our parallel distributed model, we implemented the following three variants. 1) No training data rotation variant where each island continues to use the same training data subset. The rule set migration is used. Experimental results are summarized in Table VII . 2) No rule set migration variant where we do not perform any migration operation. The training data rotation is used. Experimental results are summarized in Table VIII. 3) Synchronized rotation-migration variant where the rotation and the migration are performed in the same direction. Experimental results are summarized in Table IX.  Experimental results in Tables VII-IX are shown in the same  manner as in Table IV ( i.e., differences from Table II and the relative computation times). The existence of statistically significant differences in error rates from the standard nonparallel nondistributed model in Table II is also shown by boldface in the same manner as in Table IV. The no training data rotation variant in Table VII increased  the average error rates on training and test data for all datasets  from Table II (a positive value in Table VII shows the increase TABLE IX  RESULTS WITH ROTATION AND MIGRATION IN THE SAME DIRECTION  (DIFFERENCES FROM TABLE II) from Table II ). This observation supports the importance of the training data rotation. Experimental results in Table VIII by the no rule set migration variant are much better than those in Table VII by the no training data rotation variant. This observation shows that the training data rotation is more important than the rule set migration. The comparison between Tables IV and VIII shows that lower average error rates on test data were obtained for eight datasets (except for Twonorm) by our parallel distributed model than the no rule set migration variant. This observation shows the importance of using both the training data rotation and the rule set migration.
In Table IX , good results were not obtained by the synchronized rotation-migration variant. This variant increased the average error rates on test data from Table II of the nonparallel nondistributed model for eight datasets (except for Satimage). The comparison between Table VIII (no rule set migration)  and Table IX (synchronized rotation and migration) shows that lower average error rates on test data were obtained for all nine datasets by the no rule set migration variant. This observation shows negative effects of the mutual interference between the training data rotation and the rule set migration on the search ability of our parallel distributed model.
To further examine the effect of the training data rotation and the rule set migration, we performed additional computational experiments using various specifications of the rotation interval T R and the migration interval T M . More specifically, we examined 6 × 6 combinations of T R and T M with T R = 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, ∞ and T M = 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, ∞, where T R = ∞ and T M = ∞ mean no rotation and no migration, respectively.
Average error rates on test data of the Ring data are summarized in Fig. 5 for the case of the training data rotation and the rule set migration in the same direction. Fig. 6 shows the corresponding results for the case of the opposite directions. In the same manner, we show experimental results on the Satimage data in Figs. 7 and 8 . In Figs. 5-8 , good results were not obtained with no training data rotation (i.e., T R = ∞). This observation is consistent with Table VII with no training data rotation. The necessity of the rule set migration is not clear in Figs. 5 and 6 , where good results were obtained even when T M = ∞. However, its necessity is clear in Fig. 8 , where experimental results with T M = ∞ were improved by the rule set migration (e.g., T M = 500).
In Figs. 5 and 7, good results were not obtained when T R = aT M holds for an integer a [i.e., when (T R , T M ) = (500, 20), (500, 50), (500, 100), (500, 500), . . . , (50, 50) , (20, 20) ]. Under these parameter settings, no training data rotation was performed without the rule set migration. That is, the training data rotation was always performed together with the rule set migration in Figs. 5 and 7. Such a synchronization of the training data rotation with the rule set migration in the same direction clearly degraded the performance of our parallel distributed model in Figs. 5 and 7.
In Figs. 5 and 7, good results were obtained from the two combinations (500, 200) and (50, 20) 
Under these combinations, the training data rotation was performed with and without the rule set migration. When (T R , T M ) = (500, 200), the first training data rotation after the 500th generation was performed without the rule set migration, while the next rotation after the 1000th generation was performed with the migration. Good results from these combinations suggest that the training data rotation without the rule set migration has a positive effect on the search ability of our parallel distributed model. This is also suggested by good results in Figs. 5 and 7 when the rotation interval T R was shorter than the migration interval T M [i.e., when T R < T M (the training data rotation was more frequent than the rule set migration)].
Even in Figs. 5 and 7 with the training data rotation and the rule set migration in the same direction, good results were obtained when the rotation and migration intervals were appropriately specified. The point is to avoid the following situation: The training data rotation is always performed together with the rule set migration in the same direction. In Figs. 6 and 8, we obtained good results from a wide range of the rotation interval T R and the migration interval T M . This is because the rotation and the migration were performed in opposite directions.
G. Comparison With Other Reported Results
In this section, we compare average error rates on test data by our parallel distributed model with other reported results by In Table X , we compare our parallel distributed model with recently proposed four fuzzy GBML algorithms (GP-COACH [48] , IVFS-Amp [49] , IVFS-Coop [50] , and FARC-HD [51] ) and two nonfuzzy GBML algorithms (ILAS [31] and BioHEL [52] ). GP-COACH [48] is a Michigan-style algorithm. All three of the other fuzzy GBML algorithms are Pittsburgh-style algorithms. IVFS-Amp [49] and IVFS-Coop [50] use intervalvalued membership functions. The width of each membership function is tuned in IVFS-Amp [49] , while both the location and the width are tuned in IVFS-Coop [50] . Standard membership functions are used in FARC-HD [51] where rule extraction, rule selection, and lateral tuning of membership functions are performed. ILAS [31] and BioHEL [52] are nonfuzzy GBML algorithms. ILAS [31] is based on Pittsburgh approach with a training data rotation method called "windowing" while BioHEL [52] is based on IRL approach.
The lowest error rate for each dataset is highlighted by boldface in Table X . Good results were obtained by our parallel distributed model in comparison with the other algorithms in Table X .
H. Search Behavior of Our Parallel Distributed Model
As shown in Table IV , our parallel distributed model improved both the training data and test data error rates on some datasets in comparison with the standard nonparallel nondistributed model. In this section, we examine why our parallel distributed model can improve the performance of our hybrid fuzzy GBML algorithm using experimental results on the Satimage dataset with the largest improvement in the training data error rate in Table IV ( i.e., −2.26%). In Fig. 9 , we compare training data error rates between our parallel distributed model and the standard nonparallel nondistributed model. Fig. 9 shows the average error rate of the best rule set at each generation over 30 runs in the 3 × 10CV. The best rule set was selected at each generation in each run using all training patterns, even in our parallel distributed model (i.e., the best rule set was selected at each generation in the same manner as in the final generation). Since the learning of rule sets was performed using periodically rotated training data subsets in our parallel distributed model, its experimental results in Fig. 9 have a number of ups and downs.
Our parallel distributed model in Fig. 9 continued to decrease the training data error rate after the standard nonparallel nondistributed model was slowed down. This may be because our parallel distributed model can help the hybrid fuzzy GBML algorithm to escape from local minima through diversity maintenance by the training data rotation. The use of an island model for parallel implementation also has a positive effect on the diversity of solutions.
To further examine the diversity maintenance ability of our parallel distributed model, we monitored 30 rule sets in the first island in a single run of our parallel distributed model. In Fig. 10 , we show the maximum and minimum error rates on the assigned training data subset among the 30 rule sets in the first island for 500 generations after the 30 000th generation. The error rate of each rule set was calculated for the assigned training data subset, which was rotated every 100 generations. In Fig. 10 , we can observe clear periodical ups and downs of the error rates caused by the training data rotation every 100 generations. The difference between the maximum and minimum error rates in Fig. 10 shows that the 30 rule sets in the first island had some diversity.
For comparison, Fig. 10 also shows the corresponding results by a single run of the standard nonparallel nondistributed model. The maximum and minimum error rates were calculated among 210 solutions in the whole population using all training patterns. The maximum and minimum error rates were the same over 500 generations in Fig. 10 . This means that the 30 rule sets in the first island of our parallel distributed model had a larger diversity than the 210 rule sets in the whole population of the standard nonparallel nondistributed model in Fig. 10 .
In Fig. 11 , we show experimental results by our parallel distributed model with the training data rotation and the rule set migration in the same direction (i.e., the synchronized rotationmigration variant). The maximum and minimum error rates on the training data subset were calculated at each generation among 30 rule sets in the first island in the same manner as in Fig. 10 . The training data subset was rotated from the seventh island to the first one together with a copy of the best rule set in the seventh island every 100 generations in Fig. 11 . The search behavior of our parallel distributed model is totally different between Figs. 10 and 11. Computational experiments in these two figures were performed under the same setting except for the migration direction. In Fig. 11 , the training data error rates of the 30 rule sets in the first island converged to the best one during 100 generations before each training data rotation (except for the 30 300th generation). Large increases of the maximum error rate in Fig. 11 suggest that this convergence caused the overfitting of the 30 rule sets to the assigned training data subset.
In our parallel distributed model, seven training data subsets are rotated over seven islands every 100 generations. Thus, the cycle of the rotation is 700 generations. That is, the environment of each island is periodically changed every 100 generations with the cycle of 700 generations. Thus, each island can be viewed as having a dynamic optimization problem. In other words, our parallel distributed model can be viewed as solving a static pattern classification task by generating a dynamic optimization problem at each island. However, we do not use any dynamic optimization techniques in our parallel distributed model (for evolutionary dynamic optimization, see [53] - [55] ). This is because our goal is not the fast adaptation to the changing environment at each island but the design of fuzzy rule-based classifiers with high generalization ability.
In order to examine positive effects of our parallel distributed model on the generalization ability of obtained fuzzy rule-based classifiers, we calculated the difference between the training data and test data error rates on each dataset for the following five implementations of our hybrid fuzzy GBML algorithm: the standard nonparallel nondistributed model, our parallel distributed model, and its three variants (i.e., no training data rotation, no rule set migration, and synchronized rotation-migration). The calculated difference is summarized in Table XI. The largest difference for each dataset is shown by " * ."
From Table XI , we can see that the difference between the average training and test data error rates was small in our parallel distributed model and its variants. This is because only 1/7 of training patterns were used for fitness evaluation. The other 6/7 of training patterns played a role of validation data when a final rule set is chosen.
We also calculated the average training data error rate of the best rule set at each island in the final generation over 30 runs in the 3 × 10CV. The error rate and the fitness value of each rule set were locally calculated at each island using the assigned training data subset in the final generation. The calculated average error rate is summarized in Table XII . For comparison, we also show the corresponding experimental results by the standard nonpar- allel nondistributed model where all training patterns were used for the error rate calculation and the fitness evaluation.
In Table XII , the lowest and second lowest error rates for each dataset are shown in boldface. For all nine datasets in Table XII , the lowest error rates on the assigned training data subsets were obtained by the synchronized rotation-migration variant. That is, the best fitting of rule sets to the assigned training data subset at each island was achieved by this variant. However, high generalization ability was not obtained from this variant as we have already shown in this paper. For some datasets in Table XII , the second lowest error rates on the assigned training data subsets were obtained by the no rotation variant. However, good results were not obtained for test data from this variant, either. These observations suggest that good fitting of rule sets in each island to the assigned training data subset does not mean high generalization ability.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a parallel distributed model of our hybrid fuzzy GBML algorithm. The following observations were obtained from computational experiments using the proposed model.
1) The proposed model drastically decreased the computation time of our hybrid fuzzy GBML algorithm. When we used seven processors for parallel computation, the computation time of the proposed model was in the range from 0.92% to 3.00% of that of the standard nonparallel nondistributed model. The proposed model with such a drastic speed-up did not severely degrade the generalization ability of obtained fuzzy rule-based classifiers. The largest increase (i.e., deterioration) in the average error rate on test data was 0.53% in our computational experiments on nine datasets. Actually, the average error rate on test data was decreased (i.e., improved) by the proposed model for six out of the nine datasets.
2) The search ability of the proposed model was severely degraded by removing the training data rotation. The rule set migration also had a positive effect on the search ability, while its effect is much smaller than that of the training data rotation. The best results were obtained by the proposed model with both the training data rotation and the rule set migration. The search ability of the proposed model, however, was severely degraded when the training data rotation and the rule set migration were performed in the same direction. Such a negative effect was removed by performing them in opposite directions. The basic idea of the proposed parallel distributed model is applicable to other fuzzy and nonfuzzy Pittsburgh-style GBML algorithms (e.g., IVFS-Amp [49] , IVFS-Coop [50] , and FARC-HD [51] ). This is because their implementation as an island model is usually easy. Parallel distributed implementation of other Pittsburgh-style GBML algorithms is a promising future research topic. Parallel distributed implementation of multiobjective Pittsburgh-style GBML algorithms is also a future research topic, which will be much more difficult than singleobjective implementation. Recently various population-based approaches have been proposed for the design of Type-1 and Type-2 fuzzy rule-based systems [56] - [60] . Those approaches can be viewed as special types of fuzzy GBML algorithms. Their parallel distributed implementation is also a future research issue.
